
Attendance:
----------
Guillaume, Cyril, Giuseppe, James, David, Emir, Christos, Alvaro, Gilles

Apologies
---------
Joanna

Minutes
-------
GILDA gridmap view from Nagios -  end January
EuGridPMA decision on robot certs still pending on meeting this month.
Steve:  Extending ops - mail to roc managers 

MRS/MDDB/Central Nagios
----------------------
- New version next week on new hardware
- UI in MDDB, PI in MRS - end Jan for first version.
- No central MyEGEE server yet - taking a bit longer due to Oracle issues. 
  - Sorted now and in testing

Messaging
---------
Update of prod infrastructure this afternoon
 - Italy can contribute to the test infrastructure
Will do update today
 - SRCE + CERN.
 - Then add in AUTH broker (reconfig)

APEL
----
Client - patch submitted before Christmas
 - Will follow up with Maria
gocdb2users - send pointer to activemq-voms2users
Plan is production APEL consumer which can take the new messages by the new producers.
 - By Mid/End-January

GOCDB
-----
Packaging for koji.  Still getting access.
 - questions on packaging.  Try towards config rpms to differentiate between central and 
regional.



Some delays for GOCDB4 due to need for unique ID

Operations Portal
-----------------
- GGUS Issues have been identified and bugs have been fixed
- Nagios version, waiting on feedback. Feedback form has been sent to operations teams 
and they've been asked for feedback.
Giuseppe:  Some issues with sync between the Nagios view and dashboard view. 

Accounting Portal
-----------------
No big news.  Next week will install a test version of the regional accounting portal.
Metrics portal - this week will be completed the GGUS connectors.  Hope to get rest of 
connectors done by end-Jan.

Nagios@ROC
----------
Lots of bugs fixed 
  - FQDN for VOMS role.   
  - integrated new tests - CREAM CE, WMS test.
  - Support for NRPE for service nodes.
    - This still needs work globally - lists of checks, actually how to deploy
TO CHECK:  Is Yaim done for configuring ATP/MDDB
NOTE:  When updating the central instance, send mail with the rpm versions of what is 
running on the central instance to the ROC-nagios-managers list.

AOB
---

OSCT
----
Message-level encryption
Protection of checks
  - Certain DNs could see certain hosts
  - what about hiding individual checks
Proposal:
 - Check if we can restrict views to individual checks
 - Feed the requirements up to MDDB
 - Seems not to be easy to have a mixture of restricted checks and '*' access checks
Dynamic Checks:
  - James to reply to the mail
Transition



 - Issues 
   - who manages koji for the next while
   - YAIM - what to do with development of the components
    
-- by Mail from Joanna --
For GStat 2.0 there is
no significant update for now. Here is just the information for your notes.
The time to release the GStat 2.0 official version will still be January
2010. Currently we are focusing on providing a robust system and
covering most of significant features. Tasks include fixing bugs,
improving test coverage, documentation, examples, performance tuning,
usability, etc. In addition, there will be a new Django application in
GStat 2.0 for VO view. 

Next Meeting : 21st January


